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Being diagnosed with cancer is one of the most shocking challenges a person can face. In

Positive Oncology: An Optimistic Approach to the Big C, author Sue Mackey draws on her

personal experience with cancer and combines this with positive psychology strategies,

evidence of mind-body connections, and wisdom from ancient cultures to provide a guide to

increasing coping skills and resilience. Her Positive Oncology approach is filled with optimism

for harnessing the power of ones mind to achieve greater well-being and purpose in the face of

life-threatening illness.Praise for Positive OncologyWow, was my first reaction when I read

Positive Oncology: An Optimistic Approach to the Big C! This is a powerful and valuable

resource that allows and acknowledges grief, fear, anger, and sadness and offers simple

strategies to help move through these phases on the way to recovery and wellness. I will highly

recommend this gem to all of my patients.Dr. Karen White, Medical OncologistPerson-centered

care has become a primary goal in modern medicine. A vital first step is listening to the voice

of our patients. A second is to provide tools that aid resilience. This book offers both. Written in

a clear voice from a survivor of cancer with an extensive history in positive psychology, it

provides history, lessons from different cultures, and simple advice. It is written for cancer, but

could offer support in any health environment where people find themselves vulnerable in the

face of serious illness.A/Prof Neil Orford, Intensive Care Specialist



“Wow!” was my first reaction when I read this book. This is a powerful and valuable resource

that allows and acknowledges grief, fear, anger, and sadness and offers simple strategies to

help move through these phases on the way to recovery and wellness. I will highly recommend

this gem to all my patients.—Dr. Karen White, medical oncologistPerson-centred care has

become a primary goal in modern medicine. A vital first step is listening to the voice of our

patients. A second is to provide tools that aid resilience. This book offers both. Written in a

clear voice from a person who has recovered from cancer and has an extensive history in

positive psychology, it provides history, lessons from different cultures, and simple advice. It is

written for cancer but could offer support in any health environment where people find

themselves vulnerable in the face of serious illness.—Associate Professor, Neil Orford,

intensive care specialistProfoundly emotional and life-changing, cancer has marked too many

lives. It need not define us. A positive attitude on cancer’s darkest days can make it a

transformative experience.Sue Mackey’s book touches my heart. It’s a wise and uplifting

collection of gems to nurture, empower, and help heal your mental and spiritual insides—

during diagnosis and treatment and beyond—into a renewed sense of hope, growth, and

wholeness.Keep it close by you, listen to it, and dip into its comfort. Let it guide you towards

sustained health and a new purposeful phase of your life.—Nerida Kinross-Smith, psychologist
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INTRODUCTIONThis book uses positive psychology principles and provides simple, optimistic

strategies to help manage beyond a cancer diagnosis. By paying more attention to choice,

perspective, and language, you can practice strengthening your mind to improve your positivity

and resilience.Positive psychology can help reduce your stress levels and supercharge your

immune system’s response to cancer. Modern science has shown us that the mind controls the

brain and the brain can influence the body even at the level of our individual cells. The aim of

this approach is to assist you to improve your well-being and healing capacity by using your

very own master controller: your mind. Current medical treatments for cancer focus

predominantly on drugs, surgery, and radiotherapy to heal the body. With the medical need to

focus on saving lives, the ancient wisdom of the connections between mind and body have

been over shadowed. Mind and body are inextricably linked. There is a strong correlation

between mind strength and body strength.There are increasing numbers of people surviving

cancer and living longer with cancer. There has been a lack of emphasis on psychological

support during and after treatment. Having cancer predisposes you and your loved ones to

greater challenges with your mental health. For those people going through cancer, this book is

recommended as an adjunct to conventional treatments. It offers strategies to develop a more

favourable mindset and greater resilience. I like to call this approach positive oncology.

CHAPTER 1ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR GRIEFLife is difficult. This is a great truth, one of the

greatest truths.—M. Scott Peck, The Road Less TravelledA day you will never forget is the day

you are diagnosed with cancer. It happened to me, and my first reaction was to cry for days.Life

consists of ups and downs. Cancer is one of the biggest shocks we can be challenged by.

Being faced with your own mortality changes your life overnight.Bad things do happen to good

people. This usually happens in a random and inexplicable way.Why me?The first noble truth of

Buddhism is to live is to suffer.Accept that life is tough and sit with the dark moments. Give

yourself permission to cry, swear, be angry, break things, or do all of the above, repeatedly. You

may want to sulk or, as I prefer to say, have a big sook!Acknowledge that life will never be the

same.You may need to stay in this dark stage for a while.Everyone’s experience is individual.

There are no rules.Give yourself enough time to grieve for the dramatic change in your life.All

emotions are okay: being overwhelmed, furious, bitter, twisted, envious, devastated, resentful,

and traumatised.You may find yourself travelling in and out of the stages of grief. There are

usually five stages. They can occur in any order, for varying lengths of time, and sometimes all

in one day.Cancer forces vulnerability upon you. You most likely have a distrust of your body

now, and you have to relearn to trust it.The key is to find acceptance of your situation and be

strengthened by this.Easier said than done!I write now in hindsight after being through cancer. I

used old skills and found new ways to counteract the grief, the uncertainty, and the fear. I was

offered and accepted a lot of help. I learnt to move on with greater gratitude and purpose. This

was not easy, but it has changed me for the better.I have also drawn upon insights from others

who continue to live well with cancer. I hope that some of these strategies may improve your

well-being along the way.

CHAPTER 2CHOOSE NOT TO LET YOUR ILLNESS DEFINE YOUOnly through experience of

trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened, vision cleared, ambition inspired and success



achieved.—Helen KellerWoe is me.It is completely normal to be sad when you have cancer.

Sadness turns to depression when people don’t feel they have a way forward. Up to 40 per

cent of people with cancer become clinically depressed. Research shows that women with

breast cancer whose depression improves live longer.You can choose not to become a “victim”

of your situation.Stay involved in your everyday life activities as much as possible. You may

have to say yes to fewer invitations, avoid large crowds, sit rather than stand, or leave social

events early. As we are social creatures by nature, it is better to stay connected with people

during difficult times.Time magazine reported in 2016 that during illness social supports can

help people manage with painful treatments and aid recovery from cancer.You can actually

choose the lens with which you perceive your illness. Some people choose to languish, and

some people manage to flourish.Think about what might replenish your body, mind, and

soul.Consider the importance of self-compassion. One of the world leaders in self-compassion,

Kristin Nef, emphasizes the importance of treating yourself with as much kindness and care as

you would show your best friend.Don’t give in to helplessness, and notice if you feel this way.

Look for help to find positive directions ahead.Avoid focussing on why things are so terrible for

you.You are not your disease, so don’t let it define you.Even on the worst day imaginable, you

have a choice on how you approach it.Plan in some guilty pleasures to balance out the bad

times.Lahna Catalino at the University of California has studied the pursuit of happiness. She

found that positivity prioritisers, or those people who savour positive situations, have greater

resources and experience more positive emotions.Reflect on how people might feel when you

walk into a room. They may feel uplifted, inspired, and interested. They may feel sorry for you if

you continually complain and feel helpless. No one wants to be around a “misery guts.” People

will follow your lead if you respond in a more positive manner. Their response will follow suit

from your mood.Perhaps consider that the cancer experience may be an opportunity to

become a better person.
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Walter J. Adamson, “Empathetic tips in a positive framework of thinking about your situation. I

read this book with interest, particularly as I saw a local news article where the author

discussed her motivations. My review is in the context of me having had two different

potentially lethal cancers - the first requiring extensive surgery resulting in lifestyle

adjustments including the breakdown of my marriage during the recovery, and the second two

small surgeries. Neither of the two types are treatable by chemotherapy and I remain on a

regular routine of checkups just to be safe. My young daughter is part of this journey so I could

also relate to those aspects of the book. The book is essentially a collection of tips. Everything

that can help people and their families is potentially useful, and commendable. For me stories

could have been used in a powerful way to raise this book to the next level. The book has no

stories, the author seems to prefer inspirational quotes. People's stories abound among those

with this experience. And they are tremendously inspirational, as is the author's own story. By

linking such stories to the tips the book would bring new value to its readers - in my opinion.”

sewellsc, “There is power in positive thinking. I read this book because it was written by a

friend and high school exchange program "sister" for not just a year but a lifetime. But I found

that this book could be an inspiration for many different people going through many different

situations. Death of a love one, divorce, other long term illnesses, chronic depression just to

name a few Please read and share with others you know that are facing struggles in their lives.

Great job Sue!!”

Gray Family, “Great easy to read book. Very practical and easy to read book. Many simple

strategies and ideas that will be easy to implement into everyday life both during and after

treatment.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Amazing!So clear, so easy to read, so helpful.Thanks”

The book by Sue Mackey has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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